Connect the Projector

Ensure that both your laptop and the projector are turned off.
- Connect are peripheal devices (mouse, etc).
- Connect the SVGA cable from the A/V station on the wall to the laptop's blue video port. Turn the laptop on.

*Docking station users: Connect the SVGA cable to the blue video port on the docking station.

Turn the Projector On or Off

To turn the projector ON, point the remote control towards the projector while pressing and holding the “Power” button.

To turn the projector OFF, point the remote control towards the projector while pressing and holding the “Power” or “Off” button. Follow the prompt on the screen to either hold the “Power” or “Off” button (5 seconds), press the “Power” button twice, or press the “Enter” button.

Connect Audio

If audio is needed, connect the laptop’s “audio/headphone out” port the A/V station or to another sound system.

Sync the Laptop and Projector

If no image displays on the projector screen, synchronize the laptop and projector by holding down the laptop FUNCTION key and pressing ONE of the following F-keys:

A/V Station Overview

RCA* Laptop Audio

*Note: a stand alone DVD or VHS player may be connected to the red-white (sound) and yellow (video) RCA ports.

Need Additional Help?

Please contact:
eLearning Services
248.204.2386
elearning@ltu.edu
ltu.edu/ehelp/